If we were in Your Shoes….
Day One
We would have taken a drive down to the Beacon Island Hotel for a cocktail and
also get familiar with the lay of the land. We would make sure that our beach
towels are with us for just in case the weather allow us to dive in the waves at
Central Beach. We would then walk to the Ski Boat Club (next to the boats on the
beach) take table next to the waves and order a “fish bite & calamari combo”
Then we will make our way for a lovely sundowner at “The Bungalow” on HobyBeach” (walk from the Ski Boat Club)
For a nice evening meal we would go to the Table Restaurant (in the main road
next to the “Dolphin Circle” (walking distance from your accommodation) and
enjoy a Seafood Pizza!!!!

Day Two
Without a doubt we would have walked down the road to the “Look-out Deck”
restaurant for a breakfast on the deck and order a “Big Brecky” or “Eggs Benedict”
their food is excellent and it is difficult to make a mistake with any choice on
their menu.
(They only open at 09H00)
We will make sure that we have our beach towels with us because the Look-out
Beach is perfect for swimming in the waves. After we walked back to our
apartment we would most certainly jump in the pool because it is rather a
challenging walk back from the Deck Restaurant.
After walking to the Look-out Deck restaurant and you have decided that the
walk back (up-hill) is to challenging for you then ask the restaurant to call a Taxi.
Or
Visit the Plettenberg Bay Game Reserve (+27 44 535 000)
About 11H00 we will take a drive to Monkey Land, Birds of Eden and the
Elephant sanctuary (approximately 15 km to the east). Also make sure to stop at
the Mohair shop very close to Monkey land.
For supper tonight we will visit the Lookout Deck.

If we were in Your Shoes….
Day Three
After breakfast at the Roost at about 10h00 we will walk next to the Old Mill
museum right next to the restaurant to see how the old mohair mills operate and
then also take a walk between the different gift shops on site.
At about 11H00 we will take a drive to the “Storms River Mouth” in the
Tsitsikamma (61km) and take a nice 1km stroll to the hang bridge that cross the
Storms river. On our way there we will stop at the Bungy jumping bridge (25km)
Now for the hard decision making…should we eat lunch at the Cattle Baron at the
Storms river Mouth, (beautiful proper steaks) or should we come nearer to Plett
and eat under the vineyard at Bramon Wine Farm (excellent Tappas) or should
we come even closer to Plett and eat at Enrico’s at Keurbooms Strand (on the
beach and best food in Plett). As always I think Enrico’s will win once again.
For supper we will go to “The Fat Fish” tonight.

Day Four
After breakfast at the “Sky Villa” for a Continental Breakfast (4km east) we will
take a drive to the “Garden of Eden” (12km west) and take an hour walk through
the forest. When we have finished our walk we would either go to Moss and
Maple (10km east) for a nice cooked lunch or a fire cooked pizza or we would go
to the Bramon Wine Farm for tappas (15km east)
We will most certainly walk the Robberg Nature Reserve and see if we can spot
the seals and maybe a Great White
For Supper we would order my personal favourite dish, the “Whiskey Fillet” at
the restaurant called “Nineteen 89” across the street for the Table (please take
your own drinks) or we will go to Emily Moon (booking essential)

